SAFETY DATA SHEET
7/23/2014

MANUFACTURER OR DISTRIBUTOR: Color Craft, Ltd./Createx Colors/Wicked Colors
14 Airport Park Road East Granby, Connecticut 06026 U.S.A.

INFORMATION TELEPHONE NUMBER: 800-243-2712
EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBER: 800-243-2712

SECTION I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION

PRODUCT NAME: Wicked Colors / Wicked Detail Colors
PRODUCT NUMBER: AIRBRUSH
PRODUCT SIZES: NG BRAND NAME: Wicked Colors
PRODUCT CLASS: ACRYLIC PAINT, ARTIST

SECTION II - POTENTIAL HEALTH EFFECTS

PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE LEVEL: SEE SECTION III FOR COMPONENT PEL/TLVs PRIMARY ROUTES OF ENTRY: INHALATION, INGESTION, EYE, SKIN
EFFECTS AND SYMPTOMS OF ACUTE EXPOSURE: NONE EXPECTED
EFFECTS AND SYMPTOMS OF CHRONIC EXPOSURE: NONE EXPECTED
CARCINOGEN LISTING: NTP: NO IARC: NO OSHA: NO
SEE SECTION III FOR COMPONENTS AFFECTED
MEDICAL CONDITIONS USUALLY AGGRAVATED BY OVER EXPOSURE TO THIS PRODUCT: NONE

SECTION III - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>CAS #</th>
<th>PEL/TLV</th>
<th>Max Weight %</th>
<th>NTP</th>
<th>IARC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Propylene Glycol</td>
<td>57-55-6</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>1 - 3 %</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acrylic Dispersion in H2O</td>
<td></td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECTION IV - FIRST AID

FIRST AID MEASURES: Eye Contact: Remove contact lenses. Flush with water for 15 minutes and consult a physician if irritation persists. Ingestion: If conscious, give water to dilute. Do not induce vomiting. Never give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. Seek medical attention.

SECTION V - FIRE FIGHTING MEASURES

FLASH POINT (METHOD): N/A AUTOIGNITION TEMPERATURE: N/A EXPLOSION LIMITS IN AIR (% BY VOLUME): NOT EXPLOSIVE
EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: NO SPECIAL MEDIA REQUIRED FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES. NO SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES REQUIRED UNUSUAL FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARDS: NOT COMBUSTIBLE

SECTION VI - SPILL AND LEAK PROCEDURES

STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE A MATERIAL IS SPILLED: Clean up in accordance with all applicable regulations. Absorb spillage with non-
combustible, absorbent material. For waste disposal, see Section XIII

SECTION VII - HANDLING AND STORAGE

PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN DURING STORAGE AND HANDLING: Good industrial hygiene practice requires that exposure be maintained below the TLV. This is preferably achieved through the provision of adequate ventilation. When exposure cannot be adequately controlled in this way, personal respiratory protection should be employed.

SECTION VIII - EXPOSURE CONTROLS

Respiratory protection: Respiratory protection is required under normal conditions of anticipated use with adequate ventilation. Wear NIOSH / MSHA approved respirator.
Protective Equipment (Gloves, goggles, etc.): Coveralls, apron, or other equipment can be worn to minimize skin contact. Where us can result in skin contact, wash thoroughly before eating, drinking, or smoking.

SECTION IX - PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

BOILING POINT: N/A MELTING POINT: N/A VAPOR PRESSURE: N/A SPECIFIC VAPOR DENSITY (AIR=1): N/A SPECIFIC GRAVITY: N/A SOLUBILITY IN WATER: N/A REACTIVITY IN WATER: NON-REACTIVE

SECTION X - STABILITY AND REACTIVITY

HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION PRODUCTS: NONE
STABILITY: STABLE CONDITIONS TO AVOID: NONE
INCOMPATIBILITY (MATERIALS TO AVOID): NONE
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS: NONE

SECTION XI - TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION

ACUTE EFFECTS ASSOCIATED WITH USE OF THIS MATERIAL: NONE EXPECTED The summated LD50 is 47643 mg/kg. This product is/is not considered to be a known or suspected human carcinogen by NTP, IARC or OSHA (see section III)

SECTION XII - ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION

NO HARMFUL EFFECTS KNOWN OTHER THAN THOSE ASSOCIATED WITH SUSPENDED INERT SOLIDS IN WATER.

SECTION XIII - DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS

RCRA HAZARD CLASS (40 CFR 261): THIS PRODUCT IS NOT CLASSIFIED AS A HAZARDOUS WASTE. WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD: DISPOSE OF IN ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL REGULATIONS.

SECTION XIV - TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION


SECTION XV - REGULATORY INFORMATION
CONTENTS OF THIS MSDS COMPLY WITH OSHA HAZARD COMMUNICATION STANDARD 29 CFR 1910.1200 EPA SARA TITLE III CHEMICAL LISTINGS NONE

SECTION 302.4 EXTREMELY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES (40 CFR 355): NONE

SECTION 313 TOXIC CHEMICALS (40 CFR 372): NONE

INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS

CANADIAN WHMIS: THIS PRODUCT IS A CONTROLLED PRODUCT UNDER CANADA'S WORKPLACE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INFORMATION SYSTEM. IT CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING TOXIC OR HIGHLY TOXIC MATERIALS: ALUMINUM OXIDE FERRIC OXIDE MICA PROPYLENE GLYCOL

SUPPLEMENTAL STATE COMPLIANCE INFORMATION:

THIS PRODUCT CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING CHEMICAL(S) LISTED IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA UNDER THEIR SAFE DRINKING WATER AND TOXIC ENFORCEMENT ACT OF 1986 (PROPOSITION 65) AS BEING KNOWN TO CAUSE CANCER, BIRTH DEFECTS OR OTHER REPRODUCTIVE HARM: NONE

THIS PRODUCT CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING CHEMICAL(S) LISTED UNDER NEW JERSEY'S RIGHT TO KNOW PROGRAM: ALUMINUM OXIDE MICA PIGMENT RED 101

THIS PRODUCT CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING CHEMICAL(S) REQUIRING NOTIFICATION TO THE STATE OF WASHINGTON UNDER THEIR CHILDREN'S SAFE PRODUCTS ACT: NONE

SECTION XVI - OTHER INFORMATION

THIS INFORMATION SHEET IS FOR CONSUMER USE ONLY.
COLOR INFORMATION

THIS MSDS APPLIES TO THE FOLLOWING COLORS WHICH ARE ASSOCIATED WITH HAZARDOUS AND/OR NON-HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS:

- W019 WICKED FLUORESCENT AQUA, W020 WICKED FLUORESCENT PURPLE, W021 WICKED FLUORESCENT RASPBERRY, W022 WICKED FLUORESCENT RED, W023 WICKED FLUORESCENT GREEN, W024 WICKED FLUORESCENT YELLOW, W025 WICKED FLUORESCENT SUNBURST, W026 WICKED FLUORESCENT PINK, W027 WICKED FLUORESCENT ORANGE, W028 WICKED FLUORESCENT BLUE, W029 WICKED FLUORESCENT MAGENTA
- W210 Wicked UV Glow Base, W211 Wicked UV Glow White
Product Color Hazardous Ingredient

W001 WICKED WHITE (NONE), W002 WICKED BLACK (NONE), W003 WICKED YELLOW (NONE), W004 WICKED ORANGE (NONE), W005 WICKED RED (NONE), W006 WICKED VIOLET (NONE), W007 WICKED BLUE (NONE), W008 WICKED DEEP BLUE (NONE), W009 WICKED PTHALO GREEN (NONE), W010 WICKED BROWN (NONE), W011 WICKED GOLDEN YELLOW (NONE), W012 WICKED RED OXIDE (NONE), W013 WICKED LAGUNA BLUE (NONE), W014 WICKED GREY (NONE), W015 WICKED CRIMSON (NONE), W016 WICKED APPLE GREEN (NONE)

W018 WICKED FLUORESCENT AQUA (NONE), W020 WICKED FLUORESCENT PURPLE (NONE), W021 WICKED FLUORESCENT RASPBERRY (NONE), W022 WICKED FLUORESCENT RED (NONE), W023 WICKED FLUORESCENT GREEN (NONE), W024 WICKED FLUORESCENT YELLOW (NONE), W025 WICKED FLUORESCENT SUNBURST (NONE), W026 WICKED FLUORESCENT PINK (NONE), W027 WICKED FLUORESCENT ORANGE (NONE), W028 WICKED FLUORESCENT BLUE (NONE), W029 WICKED FLUORESCENT MAGENTA (NONE)

W030 WICKED OPAQUE WHITE (NONE), W031 WICKED JET BLACK (NONE), W032 WICKED DETAIL OPAQUE FLAT WHITE (NONE), W050 WICKED DETAIL WHITE (NONE), W051 WICKED DETAIL BLACK (NONE), W052 WICKED DETAIL YELLOW (NONE), W053 WICKED DETAIL SCARLET (NONE), W054 WICKED DETAIL ORANGE (NONE), W055 WICKED DETAIL VIOLET (NONE), W056 WICKED DETAIL RED VIOLET (NONE), W057 WICKED DETAIL BLUE VIOLET (NONE), W058 WICKED DETAIL BLUE GREEN (NONE), W059 WICKED DETAIL MOSS GREEN (NONE), W060 WICKED DETAIL VIRIDIAN (NONE), W061 WICKED DETAIL COBALT BLUE (NONE), W062 WICKED DETAIL CERULEAN BLUE (NONE), W063 WICKED DETAIL CARMINE (NONE), W064 WICKED DETAIL MAGENTA (NONE), W065 WICKED DETAIL YELLOW OCHRE (NONE), W066 WICKED DETAIL BURNT ORANGE (NONE), W067 WICKED DETAIL RAW SIENNA (NONE), W068 WICKED DETAIL RAW UMBER (NONE), W069 WICKED DETAIL BURNT UMBER (NONE), W070 WICKED DETAIL SEPIA (NONE), W071 WICKED DETAIL PayneS GREY (NONE), W072 WICKED DETAIL SMOKE (NONE), W073 WICKED DETAIL DRISCOLL TONE (NONE), W074 WICKED DETAIL BURNT SIENNA (NONE), W075 WICKED DETAIL BLACK-MAGENTA (NONE)

W200 WICKED TRANSPARENT BASE (NONE), W300 WICKED PEARL BLACK (NONE), W301 WICKED PEARL WHITE (NONE), W302 WICKED PEARL YELLOW (NONE), W303 WICKED PEARL RED (NONE), W304 WICKED PEARL BLUE (NONE), W305 WICKED PEARL LIME GREEN (NONE), W306 WICKED PEARL ORANGE (NONE), W307 WICKED PEARL PLUM (NONE), W350 WICKED GOLD (NONE), W351 WICKED SILVER (NONE), W352 WICKED PLATINUM (NONE), W353 WICKED PEARL FASTBACK GREEN (NONE), W354 Wicked Aluminum (None)

BRAND NAMES

THIS MSDS APPLIES TO THE FOLLOWING BRAND NAMES

WICKED COLORS / WICKED DETAIL COLORS

Item Numbers: 25334-1309